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FOREWORD BY THE SECRETARY-GENERAL

I have had several occasions to bring to the attention of Member States my
deep concern at the continuing debt crisis and its negative impact on the growth
and development of a very lRrge number of developing :ountries. The conditions
under which these countries are carrying out their adjustment programmes in order
to reform their economies and meet their debt obligations have led to serious
social hardship and political turmoil.

Today, I cannot Bay that my concern has diminished. It is true that important
initiatives have been taken, and somd progress has been made. Debt reduction is
now fully recognized as a major factor in a durable solution of the debt crisis.
But much more remains to be done. If debt and debt-service reduction Are to lead
to a revival of growth and development, it needs to be applied soon to a much
greater extent, cover a large v&riety of debts and encompass a wide range of
countries. Approaches that rely exclusively on the voluntary actions of commercial
banks are not likely ~~ yield the required results.-

Of course, there is much agreement now about the notion that developing
countries themselves must pay the highest attention to improving their own
economies in the face of scarce resources. In particular. they nued to make Hure
that the public sector is efficiently run, and that the private sector is
stimulated to invest and to in\prove productivity. Monetary and fiscal disciplir.e
is also crucial. At the same ti:ne, greater resources must be devoted to hwnan
development, both by the private and public sectors, if these nations a~e to face
the challenges of an ever evolving world economy with confidence.

It is well known that a large nwmner of developing countries have indeed been
making this effo~t. However, incomes in many of them have actually declined, and
may continue to do so. This decline must now come to a stop. An early solution of
the debt problem is essential.

To bring about a lasting solution, additional resources commensurate with the
task ahead will be required. I attach a great deal of importance to the active
involvement of the Governments of the creditor countries in ensuring that debt
reduction to the required extent is brought about expeditiously. There are CDses
where tax and regulatory changes will be essantial.

The role of creditor countr~ Governments is particularly important as regards
the debt of the low income countries, especially in Africa, and in many mid~le

income countries, for official debt is a signiricant part of their burden. The
creditor country Governments and the multilateral financial ir.stitutions can play
an important role in alleviating their situation.

The multilateral financial institutions have to be better dndowed. with
sufficient reSources to carry out the role that is theirs during timas of sue),
difficulties for the d~veloping countries. I would like to see them return tu a
position where they make ~ significanL contrlbu~ion to a positive transfer of
resources to th~ developing countries. However, I also believe that the conditions
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under which their assistance is made available to developing countries need to be
reviewed and adapted to the present very difficult circumstances these countries
are facing.

The forty-fourth session of the General Assembly, as well 8B the forthcoming
special 10ssion of the Assembly in April 1990, are important opportunities to forge
the political consensus for reviving growth and development, and for eradicating
poverty, b~sed on national and international action. Let us fully use these two
important meetinq.. Only when the 70 Boma countries that have been facing
~8bt-Bervicin~ problems for the better part of the decade have rebuilt their
.conaMi.~ ~nd renewed their development will peace have a sound footing.

Jevier P~rez de Cujllar

/ ...
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I. INTRODUCTION

1. For several years, the Gen&ral Assembly has actively sought to extend the area
of international egreement on the external debt crisis and the policy approaches
needed for a durable solution to the crisis. When the Assembly last addressed the
Issue, it reached almost a full consensus on a resolution in which it recognized
thA threat to economic, social and political stability in the developing countries
with heavy debt burdens and called for additional economic policy refurms in both
debtor end creditor countries, recognIzing the shared responsibility of all porties
involved. 1/ In particular, the Assembly welcomed the growing acceptance of
increasingly diversified techniques to reduce the stock and service of debt, but it
also saw the need to broaden the range of techniques further. Indeed, in the nine
months that have fo~lowed the adoption of the resolution, the menu of policy
options for debt relief grew substantially.

Z. As B contribution to the Assembly's deliberations on the external debt ~risis

and development in 1989, the present rr~ort updates the analysis of the previous
report of the Secretary-General, eutitled "Towards a durable solution of the debt
problem" (A/43/647), and describes the ongoing procoss of consultations on debt.
The conclusions of the analysis and consultations are presented fit"st in
section 11, followed by the updating analysis in sections III and IV and a concise
summary of the status of international opinion as revealed by the (~Onsu1t8tioll

process in section V.

I I. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY: THE NEED TO REDUCE DEBT EFFEC'rIVELY

3. Despite strenuous efforts by all concerned, the economic difficulties of most
debt-troubled countries have worsened. Growth in Africa remains stagnant, and in
Latin America it has deteriorated sharply. Investment as a share oC t.otal out.put
remains at unusually low lavels, and the domestic economias of many debtor
countries are characterized by various forms of disorder.

4. The debt crisis stands at the centre of these difficulties. The negutivu net
transfer of financial resources, which results directly from the cr"isiH, raRe
sharply in 1988, reaching an unprecedented $33 billion compared with $25 billion in
1987 (see table 2 below). While not all countries covered by these figures are
experiencing debt problams, it is clear that the drain of resourceu from count:ries
in difficulty has increased.

5. The large budget deficit in a key industrialized country, as well as the
imbalances among industrialized countries, have lead to uncertaint.y and high n.,.al
interest rates. Those rates in turn have helped attrc ct large amountB of rer.ources
from the rest of the world.

6. It is against this background that there has been fairly rdluct.ant accept.ance
of the need for significant debt reduction. The purpose of debt reduction in to
tackle directly situations of over-indebtedness and to allow countries to breHk the
impasse created by slow growth, financial disorder and debt overhang. Whether the

/ ...
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magnitude of debt reduction now being negotiateu will be sUfficiently large and the
response sUfficiently prompt to acbieve this remains to be seen. However, there
are strong reasons to fear that the amount of debt reduction produced by recent
arran~ements will be insufficient to improve adequately the net resource transfer
situation of these countries in the short or long term. Delays in reaching a
satisfactory outcome imply a continued accumulation of economic, social and
political costs.

7. Thdre is now a need for bangs to recognize theit losses, which have in effect
already been incurred in so far as no one believes that the claims can or will be
met in full. The recent decision of some United States banks to significantly
bolster their loan-loss reserves needs to be seen in this light. The fact that
banks sell loans to others at substantial discounts reflects tho probability of
future losses. However, the free-ri~er problem and the different interests of
banks, some of which wish to exit while others wish to maintain an active
relationship with a client coul.try, make it difficult and time-consuming to
negotiate debt reduction. None the less, the process must go forward with diHpatch.

8. There is now broad agreement regarding the need for adjustment and reform in
troubled debtor countries. Differences of view persist, however, regarding the
means through which these changes should be achieved, as well as on their time
frames. When, for instance, Africa's ministers of planning and development and
ministers of finance adopted a new framework of alternative adjustment programmes
for African countries 1/ it was in order to insist that account must be taken of
the structural characteristics of African countries, and not to question the Ileed
for fundamental adjustment. For countries that l".ave suffered a serious loss of
real income as a result of decHning commodity fricos, such adjustment iG
inevitably painfu •

9. The international community has sought to contain the interllalional debt
crisis and cautiously manage the sensitive economic and financial adjustments of
debtors and creditors. The strategy followed has been flexible and has
incorporated new policy options as the consensus on the need for them to be
widened. As a result, the progress achieved te d~te is significant, but for many
highly indebted countries it remains insuffici£nt. More needs to be done if the
debt problem is to be mastered and conditions established that ure conducive lo the
resumption of development.

10. First among the areas that merit particular attention is that negotiation of
debt-reduction schemes is mu~h tOQ slow and cumbersome. It is disheartening to
contemplate that agreements can take up to eight ~o ·hs or more to be negotiuted
and implemented. One reason for th~ delay iE ~hut banks are confronted with
uncertainties concerning the application tCl them of regulatory nlld t.ax poliCtf's and
accounting standards as well as changes in bro~~er policy issues of creditor
Governments, multilateral institutions and lr.e debtor countries.

11. The negotiating process would benefit from a clarification of the positiuns of
the concerned Governments and their commitment to a firm framework [or debt
negotiation that would be widely regarded as adequate to resolvf! the debt prohlem
onCA and for all, ratht!r than merely manag6 it through a recurring cycle o[ c10bt

/ ....
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negotiations. Pare of that framework has to be an understanding that adequatefinancial resourc{,~ would be made available to support the debt reduction andfinancing needs ot each debtor country that participates in the process. Thecurrent debt reduction efforts are severely underfunded, particularly if they areto be applied to more than C' small handful of countries. And :.f the availableresources - currently estimated at around $30 billion - were spread over a largenumber of countries, it would only partially reduce the debt overhang.

12. Various proposals have been made to generate additional resources for the debtrestructuring needs of the developing countries. Following a proposal ofPresident Mitterrand of France, these resources might come from the share of thedeveloped countries of a proposed issue of special drawing rights (SDRs).Alternatively, gold reserves of the International Monetary Fund (IMF) could betapped.

13. It is also necessary to focus on debt owed to Governments. In many cases,reduction of bank debt will not be sufficient to reach a sustainable debt-servicingburden. This especially applies to middle and lower-income coun~ries whose foreigncreditors have largely been Official agencies. Thus, creditor Governments mustalso be more forthcoming in the reductit~ of Paris Club debt. Debt-servicewrite-offs and reductions in interest rates for lower-income countries should bemuch larger than has been contemplated under the current options. Moreover, theseoptions should be extended to the middle-income developing countries.

14. One additional and more general concern about the application of theinternational debt strategy is that the debt-rescheduling negotiations do notnecessarily result in the financing appropriate to the adjustment programmesnegotiated in other forums, nor is the burden sharing among different types ofcreditors or debtors distributed according to any clear principle. Indeed theParis Club accords its most favourable terms to low-income countries, whilecommercial bank rescheduling committees accord their best terms to middle-incomedebtors.

15. The aid consortia organized by the World Bank and the round tables of theUnited Nations Development Programme (VNDP) have the function of endorsing aframework for new finance and restructuring of ODA debts. The Paris Club has asimilar function for bilateral official debt restructuring, setting parameters forthe SUbsequent talks of each official creditor with its debtors. A frameworkagreement among the creditors sets limits to each eligible country's negotiations.

16. Nothing of the sort exists for commercial bank debt relief. Numerousproposals have been made for an international facility for debt reconsolidation,which would buy up or collateralize bank debt at an appropriate discount and treatbanks and debtor countries in a consistent way, but they have so far been coollyreceived. A study group of the World Institute for Development Economics Research,chaired by Mr. H. J. Witteveen, saw the merit of such a facility primarily in theopportunity to spread costs over many contributors. It estimated that even thelargest con~ributor would not have to pay more than $100 million over five years inorder to activate a facility commanding $50 billion, which would in turn bringabout debt reduction of $125 billion. 1/ None the less, it concluded that such a
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sc~eme would take too long to be negotiated and established, and lhat Available
resources for debt reduction would appear to be (a) those of debtors themselves,
including returning flight capital, (b) those of IMF and the World Bank and
(c) those whic~ can be mobilized from the creditor countries.

11. If a new facility is not created, the functions intended for it will have to
be carried out hy the internhtional financial institutions. The report of the
InBtitute'~ study group makes an important proposal designed to meet the difficult
free-rider problem. It sees IMF as the lead agency, negotiating in the first
instance an agreed debt reduction with the debter country and providing the funds.
Then, if no agreement is roached between the debtor ana the banks, the banks will
face arrears to which IMF, contrary to present policy, should not object and which
it should not make into a reason for discontinuing its services to the debtor
country.

18. This would provide the leverage called for to bring the pSl'tJas to the tAble:
debtor countries would have to agree on a reform package in which debt reduction
would play an important role to get the funds, and the banks would have to
participate to get their part.

19. Whatever the precise mechanism, however, the central point is that adequote
debt reduction will require a much more active involvement of creditor
Governments - directly or through international organizations.

20. The large debts of some Latin Americen debtor countries tend to command most
of the attention in the media and in the financial community. It is tlue that a
few countries account fer a very large share of those debts which are difficult to
service, but this is a reflection of tile great inequalities in size and economic
ac~ivity that exist among the countries of the world, and it is essential to l'ecall
the very general nat~~e of the international debt crisis. Debt bllrdens weigh
heavily on many Africa.. countries. ~here too, a few countries account for the
large bulk of the debt, but many others suffer from interest and debt-service
burdens that, compared to the scale of their e~onomies, are difricult to
accommodate. The debts of Eastern European countries are in some (~ases very heavy,
and their servicing puts additional st~ains on the economic reforms they are
undertaking.

21. In Africa, official cred.i tors - including international financial
institutions - play a larger role, whereas elsewhere private banks account for m0st
of the claims. ~ut debt cancellation, as past experience amply shows, calls for
strict burd~n sharing, as no credi~or is anxious to help to payoff another
creditor. This is one of the rei'~""1'l l n favour of allocating responsibility for
the management of the internatiol.•l debt crisis to an internationfllly trusted
agency, which would have to establish equitable rules and norms for the treatment
of all debtors and creditors.

22. Debt reduction is no panacea. In particular, it .] no substitute [or policies
that restore internal and external balance to manageable proport.ions, but it has
become a condition for such policies to succeed. The long history of finance
suggests that situations arise when it is necessary to write off debts that owe
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their or~g~ns to shared assumptions about the future that turned out to bemistaken. Such aebts represent a dead weight of the past that can make itimpossible to build a new relationship that is more profitable to all parties.Banks are in general unable or unwilling to act on this recognition. The time hascome for Governments to do so.

Ill. DEBT AND DEVELOPMENT
23. There is no unique relationship between debt and development. For many years,debt acct~ulation in a large number of developing countries proceeded pari passuwith rates of economic growth that significantly exceeded the growth ofpopulation. It was only in the early 1980s, largely on account of major changes inthe international environment, that accumulated debt became excessive in relationto the capacity of countries to service it. This capacity was eroded as terms oftrade deteriorated considerably and interest rates rose. As this capacity has notbeen restored despite national and international efforts since 1982, the debtoverhang persists and continues to have serious adverse implications fordevelopment.

A. Debt and economic growth
24. The effect of foreign debt in inhibiting development in the 1980s can be shownin various ways. One is to compare the economic performance of a group of heavilyindebted countries before and after the onset of the international debt crisis,when these countries lost access to international financial markets. Figure 1illustrates this for a grouping of 15 heavily indebted countries that is familiarin international discussions. ~I

25. The relatively rapid economic growth of these countries in the 1970s had beenfostered by relatively high commodity prices and an unprecedented rate of foreignborrowing. Those were times of a generally optimistic outlook for terms of tradeof developing countries and interest rates. As it turned out, instead of the termsof trade of these 15 countries risil'l Qver 5 per cent a year on average, as hadbeen the case in the 1970s, they have fallen by 4 per cent a year in the 1980s,while interest rates have become very high in real terms. These new trEnds werebrought about by factors beyond the control of the affected countries, inclUdingnew macroeconomic policy priorities in industrialized countries and ilnforeseenchanges in technology and ir demand that lowered the resource intensity ofproduction. Indeed, the s~pply enhancing responses to the predicament by thecommodity-producing countries served to further weaken the international pricetrends.

26. Financing cut-backs followed debt-servicing difficulties and economicstagnation have ensued since. Moreover, based on policies in effect in early 19~9,
these economies were forecast to continue into the 1990s and to remain incapable ofproviding overall increases in domestic living standards, as the figure indicates.
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Figure 1. GNP per capita of a group of 15 heavily indebted
countries, 1969-1992

(Thousands of 1980 dollars)

1.lJ

1.7 ~
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1969 1971 197:1 1975 1977 197U 1UiH 19":1 10"5 11)87 19"9 H191

S.o.lArce: Department of International Economic and Socil\l AflRir:; Ilf t.hp. IInited
Nations Secretariat, based on World Bank, WQr..hL~Jab.I.e~ and P1"OjH(~t. LINK [oroci\!it
(1989-1992) .
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27. At the same time, the foreign debt of many countries that wele primarily
indebted to official creditors also began to inhibit their development. Tho
developing countries of Africa form a group of such countries thuL haLl been a focus
of international attention. One reason is highlighted by figure 2, showing that
for the grouping of mainly low-income countries of sub-Saharan AfrIca, averagH
income per person has been falling since the mid-1970s. 51

18. The debt cr:s~s of these countries was much less a result of H reullzation
that rap~c:. increases .1n foreign borrowing were unsustainable, siuce lending to them
did not generally reach very high levels. Rather the unexpected drop in earnings
from commodity exports added a debt-servicing problem to countrios whone domo6tic
economies had dlready weakened substantially. Indeed, the t~rm~ ,r ~,ade of this
sample of countries have declinpcl ot-. an average rate of 4 per cent. a year in the
1980s. For these African countries, as for other ~ountrie6 in debL-servicing
crisis, major ftconomic adjustments were needed in the 1980s and the debt crisis
made it c:.xtremely l. ... fficult to marshall the resources to financr! t.hose change,;.

29. ..<J seriousnes~ of ..he debt problem can also be highlighted by comparing koy
indicaLors of economic ;,J~rformance in the 1980s of countr ies that. encounteu'ld
debt-sorvicing difricu1tioa wJth those that did not. Countries thnt did not
develop a debt crisis hAve thus fAr averaged El growtn rate of OUt.pllt per· (~npiI.R in
the 1g80R of 4 ptr cent. a year, in contrast to a decline of 1 por' (~cnt {\ year for
both the 15-country sample and SUb-Saharan African sample. QI

30. The countries that dir' not encounter debt-sorvicl.I,g di!:ficult.icG were lOHG

adversely affected by th onomic shocks of the ear11' 19"Os. III pnrt..icular, the
terms of trade of these cuuntries fell by 1 per ce~t a year in contrast to thR
4 per cenl annual decline in the countries that had debt.-st-.'t'vicillg
difficulties. 7/ Thus, in contrast to the steady investment of about 27 per cent
of a rapidly growing GDP, the two debt-troubled groups of eoun; ie~ hRve sincR 1983
only been able to invest on the order of 17 per cent of their slowly growing level
of output. In pre-cdsis years both those groups o( ~ountl- ie& hall managed hilfher
investment rates, albeit not as high a~ those of tne countries wit.hout
debt-servicing difficulties.

31. The debt crisis has alre .... ",' lasted the better part of a decndf!, uut. it ill
increasingly recognized that if debt relief of sufficient magnlt.udf! iR not
forthcoming, its consequences are expect3d to continue to be fell. 1.0 t.he end of "'he
cent.ury. This iR illust.rated, for exrunple, by the outlook to thl! yent· 2000 for the
developing counLries that have experienced recent debt-servicing problems in
contrast to the outlook [or those that have not. Table 1 shows t.hi/:; lesult. COl"

aggregates of developing countries differentiated by their debt Aituat.ion and
average in~ome per capit.a in the mid-1980s ..8/ Thus, not only h,\;:; GDP pel" cHpita
been falling in the 1980::; os a whole for heavily indebted low-inr.ome and
madlWll-in~ome countries, but in the 199ut> it is expected to continne [ulling .i.n the
former countries and barely rise in the latter. GDP per cqpitn uf Lhe
'l\iddle-income group was expected to end the century still below Lhe level attained
in 1980: in the lower-incom·· debt-crisis countries, where problf!m~ of fJconomic
detarioration preceded the 1ebt crisis, the level would be below that of 1970.

I
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Figure 2. GNP per capit~ of sub-Saharan Africa, ~/ 1969-1990
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Table 1. Per capita output of capita1-importin~ developing
countries, 1970-2000

----------_.._---

Level of GDP per capita
(1980 United States dollars)

Average growth rate
(Annual percentage

change)

1970 1980 1990 2000 1970s 1980s 1990n-----------_._-----_.. _.--_ .._._.__.~._.-

Low-income countriesl

High debt. 342 316 292 281 -0.8 -0.8 -0.4

Others 172 243 404 711 3.5 5.2 5.8

Middle-income countries:

High debt 1 514 1 913 1 696 1 838 2.4 -1.2 a.R

Others 715 1 121 1 461 2 069 4.f\ 2.7 3.5

-.. _._- ..•- .. -- -_. --" -~. -_ ..__ ... ..--_.- - - ._-_..-.- . __...._-_.__. -_.•._._..--. --~----_.__.- .-- ...._-.

SQ.1A'[i:.tI : Department of International Economic and Social Affai rs of t.he
United Nations Secretariat.

32. Meanwhile, the countries that have evaded debt-servicing difficulties arn
expected to continue along a rather rapid path of economic growth. Thus, whereas
in 1970 - and even in 1980 - the countries that were not in debt c~isis had lower
average levels of income than the debt-crisis countries, by th~ y~nr 2000 the
former group oC countries will have surpassed the heavily indebtHd vne6.

33. A principal mechanism through which the debt crisis opeeatoH on growth
performance is through the net transfer of resources. Prior to the debt crisis. a
net inward transfer of resources to moat debtor countries allowed investment in
those countries to reach levels above those which could have Leen financed f~om

domestic savings alone. Asswning reasonable efficiency in thA ullocati Y\ or t.his
investment, the growth of productive capacity and income was thereby made to
accel~rate. After the outbreak of the debt crisis, this relationship was reversed
for many debtor countries; a net outwa~d transfer of resources ~lad to be financed
from the national savings effort, so that investment fell below ~hat would have
been possible on the basis of the national savings effort alone. This, in turn,
acted as a drag on capital formation and economic exp~nsion.

/ ...
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34. The swing in net foreign resource transfers from the early to the middle 1980s
w'o very larg~, as can be seen in table 2, which aggregates data for samples of all
developing countries, other than the major oil-exporting countries, that have not
been conventionally denoted as capital-importing countries. Measured thus, the
a9greg~te net transfer went from an inflow of over $40 billion a year to an outflow
that renched an estimated $33 billion for 1988.

35. Of course, not all countries were affected equally. Indeed, although the net
transfer eventually turned negative for the aggregate of countries not in either
high-debt sample pictured in table 2, it occurred relatively late in the 19808 and
in certain cases - most prominently, the Republic of Korea - it occurred in the
context of rapid economic gr.owth out of which a net outward transfer could be
effected without economic strain.

36. In the two samples of high-debt countries, coping with the swing in the net
transfer was espdcially difficult. In the sub-Saharan case, a level or transfers
that was low at the beginning of the decade - as imports had to be heavily
restricted - became smaller at the same time that commodity export prices tumbled.
Some recov~ry of their net transfer has been attained in subsequenl years, in part
as a consequence of the United Nations Programme of Action for African Economic
Recovery and Development 1986-1990 (General Assembly resolution 8-13/2, annex), but
the needs still significantly exceed the resources At hand. 91

37. For the group of 15 heavily indebted countries, the swing in the net tronsfer
has been especially sharp. From a net inflow of about 2 per cen\. of GDP in LhR
second half of the 19705, the net transfer became a net outflow that reached
5 per cent of GDP at the nadir and is now about 3 per cent. The outlook, on the
assumption of a continuation of international policies in effect at the beginning
of 1989, is that there would be no significant improvement (see figure 3).

38. That the problems occurring in the net transfer were the direct result of the
debt crisis is clear from the changes in the components of the net transfer; i.e.,
the largest changes involved credit instruments, inclUding such official flows as
export credits, but they were dominated quantitativ&ly by changes in private
lending, as can be seen in table 2. 121 Moreover, forecasts of the debt··servicing
burden indicate changes that are unlikely to encourage a belief in a return to
normal credit flows on commercial te~ms any time soon. IMF, which estimated the
debt-service ratio of the group of countries with recent debt-servicing problems to
be 32 per cent of the value of goods and services exports in 1989, saw it falling
to only 28 per cent by 1994. For the 15-country sample, the share of export
earnings needed to service foreign debt was expected to fall from 41 per cent in
1989 to 35 per cent in 1994, while for a group of low-income African countries the
Fund forecast the debt-servicing ratio to drop slightly from 28 per" cent to
27 per cent . .1.11
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Table 2. Net transfer of finbncial reaources of developing
countries, 1980-1988

(Billions of United States dollars)

. __ •._-_.._---_ ...._--

._ __...•-~-- ---_._--_._-- 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 AI

Fit,een-country
sample

Sub-Saharan
sample 121

Other countries

Capital-importing
c'dveloping
countries
8S a whole s:1

Memorandun. item:
components of the
overall transfer

15.3 12.5 -14.3 -26.4 -28.3 -40.5 -30.5 -28.0 -38.5

6.6 8.0 6.2 4.7 1.9 3.3 4.9 5.5 6.5

19.8 22.1 19.4 21.0 16.A 11.7 4.Q ···:l.1 ·-0.5

41.7 42.6 11.3 -0.7 -9.6 -25.5 -20.7 -25.fi -:l~.5

Direct investment -4.5 0.8 -2.0 -2.8 -2~4 -1.0 -1.3 0.4 4.0

Private credit dl 17.2 1.5 -18.7 -26.5 -33.0 -40.9 -32.1 -34.7 -46.0

Official loans
and grants 29.0 34.3 32.0 28.6 25.8 16.3 12.7 8.7 8.0

•••• ~ ...- ..... - ....... --.---.-.------...... --•••••••-.-.- • __._ ••• _ •• _ ••••• •• - 0"_••• - _

Source: Departmen~ of International Economic and Social Affairs of the United
Nations Secretariat, based on IMF, a~lance of raYIDiU~ and other sources.

8/

)}./

sample.

5,;./

!JI

Preliminary estimates, rounded to nearest half-billion dollars.

Excluding Cote d'Ivoire and Nigeria, which are included in IS-country

Sample of 98 countries.

Including outflows of capital by residents.
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Figure 3. Net transfer of financial resources of a group of
15 heavily indebted countries, 1969-1992

(Percentage of GNP)
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5.2l.l1:..CJl1 Department of International Economic and Social ACCtdrs oC the
United Nations Secretariat, based on World Bank, ~~ahl§A to 1987 and in part
on forecast of Project LINK to 1992.
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c. Adjustmapt, stabilization and tha nat transfar

39. In addition to its impact on investment and growth, the shift in net transfer
haR had an important bearing on the character and degree of s~ccess of
stabilization and adjustment policies. Indeed, in a volatile economic environment
and with conflicting policy requirements and the need to cope with limited
financial inflows or actually to finance an outward transfer of resources, it is
extremely difficult to implement fully a consistent and complete set of
macro-economic and structural adjustment policies. as the case studies of policy
making in Bolivia, Ghana, Jamaica, Mexico and the Philippines presented in World
Economic Survay 198i showed. 11/

40. The crux of the difficulties in fostering adjustment and stabilization is to
be found in the impact of the debt crisis on the Governments' budget. The rise in
international interest rates raised interest payments by the public sectorl at the
same time the fall in export earnings reduced government revenues, especially where
the main export commodities were publicly owned or where the export sect9r was an
important source of tax receipts. and the fall in sovereign lending widened the
Government's financing gap. Further, the process of adjusting to the deterioration
in the balance of payments added to fiscal difficulties. In particular,

(a) Currencies were sharply devalued. thus raising the domestic currency cost
of debt service 1

(b) Domestic interest rates were increased - sometimes sharply - to stem
capital flight, thus greatly enlarging the pUblic sector's domestic interest billl

(c) Deflationary adjustment depressed economic activity and hence also tax
revenues.

Most countries reacted with vigorous fiscal action. There were typically deep cuts
in public investment e~penditures (which hurt long-term growth) hnd higher prices
for good~ and services charged by pUblic sector enterprises. Expenditure on
essential social services was constrained or cut back (see paras. 44-46 below).
The degree of fiscal retrenchment was often quite impressive. The "primary" budget
balance, which records the balance on all spending and receipts other than
interest, typically moved into surplus, sometimes quite sharply 1 it was not unusual
for this swing to have amounted to 6 to 10 per cent of GDP.

41. There are limits. however. to the capacity of any Government to raise revenue
and cut back on ~ervices affecting basic w~lfare. In many countries these limits
resulted in a financing gap of the public sector that gave rise to an excessive
rate of money creation or a rapid build-Up of internal debt. This. in turn, has
tended to perpetuate or even intensify financial disorder. Rapidly rising prices.
large budget deficits. excessive money creation, rapid accumulation of internal
debt, high real interest rates, frequent and substantial changes in exchange
rates and capital flight are some of the more common manifestations of this
disorder. 11/

42. Another manifestation is the growing instability of main macro-oconomic
variobles. The central Government fiscal balar~es of the countries that have not
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undergone recent debt-servicing difficulties hbve been relatively 1es. variable
than those of the samples of sub-Saharan and 15 heavily indebted economie.. From
1981 to 1988, annual variability was 8 per cent of the average deficit for those
economies without debt-servicing difficultios, 12 per cent for the group of
sub-Saharan countries and 24 per cent for the 15 highly indebted countries. lil
Similarly, the variability of the growth of the money supply - defined to include
highly liquid financial instruments ("quasi-inone,") as well as currency in
circulation and private demand deposits - was lowest in the countries that eluded
debt crisis. In contrast to a variability level of 15 per cent of the average rate
of growth of money in this group, it was 21 per ~ent \n tbe sample of sub-Saharan
countries and 54 per cent in the group of 15 hi9~~:' indebted economies. lAl

43. Large fluctuations in macro-economic policy send confusing signals to
enterprises trying to plAn for the medium term, redu~e the confidence of economic
actors in the stability of the domestic econ~'my anCS are commonly thought to make
macro-economic stabilization it.elf harder to achieve. When variability and
unpredictability a180 affect the exchange rate, as has been the case for many
countries, efforts to increase exports bre thw3rteCS by the confusing signals sent
to potential investors in. the e:o,port sector. UI

D. Human deyelqpment

44. The severe pressure. on budgets of Governments described above have inevitably
had an impact on the provision of services essential to the development of their
countries. Nowhere is this more vividly illustrated than in the critical sectors
of education and health, where expenditures have declin~d as a proportion of total
central government outlays for the heavily indebt~d countries as a group. These
declilles will have a bearing on social progress and economic growth far into the
future.

45. The impact of reducea family incomes and the compression of 80cial expenditure
on human development are perhaps best illustrated by the set-back in education.
Figure 4 shows that primary school enrolment rates in both the high-debt and
low-debt group of low-income countries ros. strongly in the 1970s, with the rate of
enrolment of the countries that were to devPlop debt problems in the 19808 growing
somewhat faster than that of the other coun~ries, whose educational levels were
higher at the start. 111 But whereas the errolment rate of the low-debt group of
countries continued rising in the 1980s and was expected to reach 100 per cent by
the year 2000, the enrolment rate of the highly indebted countries completely
stagnated in the 19808 at the low level of 75 per cent and was not expected to
reach even 80 per cent by 2000. In other WO=d1, even by the end of the century,
more than one child in five was ~ot expected to enter primary school in the
low-income countries that have undergone debt-s~rvicing crises, which is about the
same ratio that the other group of low-incoffie countries had in 1970.

46. The impact that the debt crisis has had on education in the middle-income
countries is also quite clear at the secondary level. As figure 5 shows, the 19708
was a decade of progress fo~ countries that would later develop debt problems and
for those that would not, as had been the case for primary education. But the rate
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Fiqura 4. Primary school enrolment rates in low-income
countries, 1970-2000

(Share of population aged 6-11)
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Figur~ 5. Secondary school enrolment rates in middle-income
countries, 1970-2000

(Sha~e of population aged 12-17)
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~~: Dep~rtment of International Economic and Social Affairs of the
United Nations Secretariat, based on data and baseline scenario discussed in
A/43/554. High-debt countries are developi.!g countries classified by IMF as ha1

had recent debt-servicing difficulties, as in its World Economic Outlook, April
1989; the criterion for inclusion in the low-income grouping was GNP per capita
1986 of no more than $450 as per Wvrld Bank, World Bank Atlas.
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of growth of the enrolment share slowed especially sharply in the debt-crisis
countries in the 1980s and was expected virtually to stagnate in the 1990s. With
the enrolment share growing relatively more rapidly in the countries that did not
develop debt crises, their initially lower enrolment share would become instead the
relatively higher one.

IV. RECENT INITIATIVES IN DEBT POLICY

47. The breakthrough represented by the set of recent initiatives on debt was in
the first place a conceptual one, in that it recognized that the developing
countries in debt crisis were not moving towards a return to normal financing in
the near future and needed a long-lasting reduction in debt servicing. The need to
improve the ne~ transfer of resources in the short and medium term was clear, but
effectin~ such ,~n improvement through new lending at the levels required meant
seriously worsening the long-term outlook for debt servicing. In other words, more
debt is not a solution to the present problem of transfer of resources. Thus the
newly enhanced international debt strategy would seek to improve the net transfer
through outright reduction of the debt or debt servicing in the short and medium
term, as well as through some new lending by private creditors and multilateral
agencies and through special bilateral commitments, notably those of Japan. With
both private and official debt, great care would be taken to build on the past by
adding to the range of already acceptable measures of debt relief so as to increase
to the greatest extent possible the voluntary participation of creditors.

A. fAiyate sector approaches to comnercial bank debt

48. The financial markets had actually led the way i~ designing mechanisms for
reduction of commercial bank debt, although the focus had been on helping some
banks remove loans from their books that they no longer wanted to hold. With banks
first swapping loans to different sovereiqn creditors and later engaging in cash
sales, a secondary market emerged. Some debtor country Governments sought to
benefit from the market discounts at which their debt was trading by designing
programmes for swapping it into equity in local direct investments or local
financial investments, most notably in Chile. In a few instances and on a small
scale, secondary market purchases were also used by non-governmental organizations
to help finance environmental and social programmes in debtor countries. But the
scale of market-led reduction of debt-servicing payments was small, even when
officially supported. This was the case, for example, in the 1988 arrangement by
Mexico and a large United States bank that was supported by a special issue of
United States Treasury bonds bought by the Mexican Government to guarantee payment
of principal on bonds that were to replace bank debt at a discount. ~/

49. Interest rates have also been adjusted. The interest rate on loans from
commercial banks is generally calculated as the sum of a fluctuating base rate and
a fixed percentage point spread. After an initial period in which banks sharply
raised the spread over the base rate. usually the London inter-bank offer rate
(LIBOR) on six-month dollar deposits, the banks began to agree to reduce the
spread. They have also agreed to eliminate the more expensive United States prime
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rate bench-mark and stretch out the payment intervals, e.g., from quarterly tusemi-annually. Other concessions by the banks have included extending the graceperiod before principal payments began and lengthening the amortization period.Restrictive clauses in bank rescheduling agreements with debtors - sharing andnegative pledge clauses, 19/ in particular - have been waived, which, for ex~nple,permitted Bolivia and Chile to buy back portions of their bank debt.

50. Bank policies have been driven by b-o forces. One is the increasingrecognition that the debtor countries were unable to cope with the hiqherdebt-servicing burden and that in any case full payment was problematical. Theother was to conciliate the increasingly sharp cleavages that were arising amongvarious groups of bank creditors. In the first years of the debt crisis, banksperceived a mutual interest in protecting the international financial system andbuying time to strengthen their capital bases individually. There was also asentiment that the debtor countries faced mainly a liquidity problem related tointernational recession and high interest rates and that with economic adjustmentthe problem would quickly be resolved. Thus, postponing debt-service payments fora short time was warranted in all eyes. Seven years later, with the debt problemintractable and the systemic threat to the banking community receding, significantdisagreements have emerged among the banks.

51. Widely divergent regulations and tax and accounting procedures among creditorGovernments have been factors in the split among banks. But even during the earlystages of debt rescheduling when there was a strong sense among the banks that theyshared a common fate, tbey fiercely disputed among themselves about whatconstituted "eligible credits", which base date to use, and so on. ThFse choicesdetermined the amount of the bank's exposure that would be covered by reschedulingand the amount of concerted lending for which each"bank was responsible in thecases of the major borrowers that received "new money". As the banks had differentproportions of short-te~m and medium-term claims and of loans to the private sectorversus those to official borrowers, the benefits of any rescheduling package werebound to be unequally distributed among them.

52. Today, in addition to this, the priorities of the various banks have becomemore differentiated. Some banks, for example, are favourably disposed to debtreduction because they feel that reducing their problematic loan exposure wouldeliminate some of the riskiness of their asset portfolio and the stock market priceof their equity might rise. Certainly the behaviour of bank stocks since the newUnited States debt initiative was announced gives some credence to this view. Forother banks, reducing the proportion of loans in their portfolio to higher riskdeveloping countries is seen as a way to enhance their ability to comply with theinternational ·agreement to raise and harmonize capital requirements of banks by1992. 201 Most important to certain banks is the exchange of debt for asecuritized instrument, which, even discounted or with a lower interest rate,enhances portfolio quality. And for some financial institutions, debt reduction isa way to liberate themselves from the continuous demand for new loans and on thetime of their executives, thus freeing resources to pursue more lucrative businessopportunities. However, for still other banks, which are not in a position to takedeductions from reserves or earnings, debt reduction is an anathema. Indeed, debtreduction decreases the basic capital and therefore rpduces the level of operations
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the bank can undertake. A1IO, the problem ol bank. that .eek to bl "free rider."
and hope to benefit by I.crilices of other bankl becaule of thl Iharinca and
negative pledge clauses in the reschedulinq agreementl ha. become most difficult.

53. In short, while banks were countenancing and accordinca more favourable terms
in successive relcheduling rounds, it wa. al.o becominca incre•• incaly difficult to
reach an agreement satisfactory to the banks as a whole, let alone to the debtor
country. It became clear that a more direct role of creditor country Governments
would be needed if debt was to be reduced in substantial quantiti•• and in an
orderly way. Major proposals were made to this effect by the Governments of Japan
and France in 1988 and by the United States in March 1989. 111

B. Th. str.ngth.n.d int.rnatiQn.l 4.~t .tr.tegy

54. IMF and the World Bank acted upon the proposal of the United State. as
endorsed by the Interim and Dev.lopment Committees of those institutions and that
proposal immediately began to be applied to the ongoing rtntcaotiation. of MI.Jco'.
d~bt-servicing obligation. to its commercial bank creditors. Tht core of the new
approach is to use official incentives and presaure. to encourage qrl.ter number.
of banks to choose debt or interest r.duction options from the debt rlatructuring
menu. The .trong.st incentiv•• are Unancial "enhancement.", which reduce the riak
of losl from non-payment by the debtor, although efforts to reducI rlgulatory,
accounting and tax imp.diments art also to be explored. The enbancements would
take the form of investm.ntl in rilk-fr.e als.tl that would .erve a. collateral for
principal repayment. and a pool of fundI to guarantee interelt on a rollinca baais.
They are to be funded by IMF and the World Sank out of existing re.ource. and
remain within overall country lending ceilings, but they are to b. complemented by
new official lendin9 by Japan. iil The chief official pressure on the banks ia to
de-link disbursements of IMF cr.dits from having an agreed reSCheduling of the
debtor country's commercial bank dsbt. In principle, rund proqrammes could proceed
while arrears to the banks grew.

55. Although debt reduction wa. thus now international policy, the degree of cash
fluw relief it would provide wa. unclear. Up to '29 billion wa. to be made
available for debt enhancement by the Fund and the Sank, but .ince tho.e
institutions' loans art provided on qua.i-commercial terms, the maximum net
reduction in interest payments would be le.s than the reduction in payment. to the
commercial banks. If the '29 billion were applied completely to the lample of
15 heavily indebted countries discussed in section II of this report, it would
reduce their annual int.rest payments by at most 13.5 pe~ cent. That eatimate,
however, assum.s that the loan. for enhancements would not have been available to
the debtors for any other uses. If, instead, the co\mtries were to give up a Bank
or Fund adjustment loan to financ. a debt enhancem.nt oporation, the net caan flow
to the country would be negative in the first year since a loan opportunity wa.
passed up, and then positive in subsequent years since intere.t payments would be
lower. Even under favourable assumptions, the breakeven would not occur for four
years. UI

56. The magnitude of prospective relief of debt servicing may be put in a
different perspective. According to one estimate, if in the first quartlr of 1988
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the countries for which the new debt strateqy was designed had exchanged their
variable-interest-rate debt for fixed-rate debt at the interest rates then
prevailing, they would not have had to pay the higho~ interest rates that followed
and would have gotten 50 per cent more relief over the next 12 months than the
annual benefit that the enhanced debt str8~Jqy was now offering. lil

57. In short, there are strong reasons to fear that the amount of debt relief
through the enhanced international debt strategy available to the sum of potential
beneficiaries will still be insufficient to improve adequately the net resource
~ransfer situation of these coun~ries in the short or long rUDe

58. A disturbing possibilit~ is that new debt strategy programmes would be
negotiated for several countries, thereby heavily reducing their commercial bank
~ebt outstanding, •• g., converting most of it to bonds, but at a~ inadequate
discount, thus SUbstantially increaJing the indebtedness of the countries to
Qfficial creditors, particularly, the multilateral financial institutions. In that
C3se there would be some improv~ment in the net resource transfers to the countries
and thus some improvement in economic growth, but without fundamentally r~ducing

their e~,nomic vulnera~ility. What could happen in the next internatio~el shock 
be it a sharp rise in interest rates or a fall in the terms of trade - is that the
countries might again not be able to meet their debt-servicing obligati~ns, but
this time there would not be a meaningful amount of ban~ debt that is subject to
rescheduling. Barring a ~ew international rescue operation, the debtors might find
it necessary to soek to reschedule their bonds or to disrupt the servioing of
multilateral debt. If such a disruption became widespread, the institu~~ons might
find market resistance to their own bonds and a new risk premium added to their
borrowing costs (even assuming the liquidity and solvency of the institutions were
protected by disbursements from the major shareho..ders' own budgets). That risk
premium would, in turn, have to be passed on to the borrowers from the institutionl
in general. In short, there is a danger - although hopefUlly it is small - that
the financial condition of the multilateral develo~~ent banks could be weakened
significantly.

59. All these potential dangers notwithstanding, when the new international debt
strategy was announced, the financial market responded positively, as indicated by
secondary market price quotations, which rose in April after almost a continuous
decline since 1986 (see figure 6). However, as thA one application of the new
strategy, the Mexican negotiations, dr8ggei on and on, caution returned to the
mal"ket.

60. Finally and only after V~ty high level and intense .ntervention by the United
States Government, the banks reached a framework agreement with Mexico on a debt
restructuring package on 23 July 1989. It had taken sev,u months to arrive at that
point and as of September, the detailed agreement had not yet been made final and
implemented. Although Mexico would rec~ive a degree of relief in its net outward
transfer of resources, the financial market has been acting as though the agreement
would not be the definite solution of Mexico's debt criris. For example, the
secondary market price quotations on Mexican debt, which rose slightly in late JUly
as the agreement was reached, has since retreated again to less than 43 percent of
face value.
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Figure 6. SecoDd~ry market bids OD bank loans of the group of
15 countries, 1986-1989 AI

(Percentage of f6ce value)
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c. Treatment of 4fficio1 debt

61. In the realm of debt o'.."d to official creditou. several initiativel9 were
announced in 1988 and 1989 and some implementation has bequn. International
attention focused on the need for permanent rslief of debt-servicing obligations
of the poorest ~ountries of sub-Baha:an Africa. which haR in turn directed
attention to the Paris Club. the chief forum for remcheduling official export
credit~ and other loans extended by the Governments of the developed market
economies.

62. The key initiative was that of the seven major industrialized countries at
their summit meeting ln Toronto in June 1988 whed they ~greed to broaden the range
of debt rescheduling options aCJeptable to the Paris Club to include debt or
interest reduction. ~/ By Oct~ber. details were worked out for three new options
for cradi tors I

(a) Partial write off. in which one third of the debt service due in thq
period being rescheduled wonld be cancelled and the remainder rescheduled at fairly
standard terms for low-iucome countries (14-year maturity with 8-year gr&ce period
at market interest rates);

(b) Longer repayment period. wh~rein the full debt servicing due in the
period is rescheduled at market interest rp~es. but for 25 yeara with a 14-year
grace period; l2/

(c) Concessional interest rate, which is like option (a). except that instead
of a write off. the interest rate on the full amount i~ reduce1 by 3.5 percentage
points or 50 per cent (whicheveL' results in the smaller concession).

Thirteen countries were able to benefit from those options as at July 1989.
Option (a) was used by two credltor countries on about 35 per cent of the debt,
option (b) was used by four creditor countries on 30 per cent, and option (c) was
used on the reat of the debt by 10 creditor countries. 111

63. As important as this initiative ha' been, there is reason to ur~H that it 90
even further. In particular, the new Paris Club terms have been denied to certain
low-income, debt-distressed countries that should qualify on economic grounds but
were not part of the World Bank 3 Special Programme for Afric!. ~/ As it i~, the
dichotomy in treatment by the Paris Club of the debt of eligible, low-income
African countries and other developing countries has become quite marked; e.g.,
even in 1987. the average maturity in the rescheduling of sub-Saharan debt reached
16 years, compared to under 10 for other countries. That period of time is shorter
than the terms acc~rded middle-income countries by their commercial bank creditors,
which averaged 15 years in 1987 and has ranged up to 20 years. ~/

64. Even for those countries which are covered by the new terms, the degree of
relief has fallen short in that the debt-selvice payments required of several
poorer countries would still be three to four times more than the cash payments
these countries have bAAn able to make in recent yo~r~. In addition, the World
Bank has estimated that the debt-service payments of the countries covered would
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fall by less than 5 'per cent durinCjJ the period 1988-1990. iQl A key reason i. that
moat of these countries were already under the grace periods of previous Pari. Club
reschedul!nqs.

&5. Indeed, in anticipation ot this outcome, proposals for deeper cuts in interest
payments had been made. Tn particul~r, the Advi.ory Group on Financial Flow. for
Africa appointed by the Secretary-General recommended a three-fold treatment of
Paria Club debt of countrie. underqoinCjJ appropriate adjustment programmes. 111
First, for the countrie. that ~ould not be expected to borrow at market rate. in
the near future and were unable to .ervice their debt, creditors were advi.ed to
reschedule all debt servicing due over a three-year period at an interest rate
comparable to that charqed by the International Development As.ociation (lOA) of
the World Bank (e.g., 0.5 per cent per annum). For countries whose debt-servicinq
capacity waa leas impaired and could look forward to renewed access to conventional
finance in the foreseeable future, the Group recommended that interest rates on
rescheduled debt should be substantially below market rate.. And, for countries
with immediate prospects of regaining creditworthiness, atandard reschedulinCjJ would
apply and the Group called on export credit aqencies to renew credit cover a. soon
as adjustment and debt relief were under way. Althouqh the Group addrolsed itael~

to the financial problems of a qroup of African countries, their conclusions are
oeneral principles that should be applicable to all relevant case., wher_ver
sit.uated.

&&. The Paris Club is also a forum for reschedulinq loans that originally carried
concessional term. as official development assistance (ODA). It wa. aqreed as a
minim~ that in all such cases the maturity structure of option (b) (see para. &2)
would apply with an interest rate at least as low as the oriqinal one. Individual
donors, however, have accor~ed more favourable terms. Thus, in May 1989, France
announced that it would cancel the eguivalent of '2.5 billion of ODA debt owed by
35 lo~-income African countries and in July the United States decided to write off
up to $1.3 billiQn of ODA loans to sub-Saharan African countries that were
implementing adj,.stment programmes. Outside the framework of the Paris Club, the
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics has indicated its readiness to write Jff debt
or give lOO-year moratoria to least developed countries.

67. Earlier, the Federal Republic of Germany, France and Sweden had cancelled
export credits to some countries I Canada and the Netherlands cancelled aid 10ansI
Belgium decided to accept payment in local currencYI and Japan refinanced aid and
export credits with qranta. By the end of 1988, Canada, the Federal Republic of
Germany, the Scandinavlan qroup and the United Xinqdom of Great Britain and
Northern Ireland had cancelled almoat all ODA debt owed them by low-income Africa,
more than $3.2 billion in al11 but because these loans were already on highly
concessiona1 terms, it was expected to reduce debt servicinq by only $125 million a
year. 311

68. The creditors discussed in this section have thus far all bBen individual
Governments and the debt restructurings have generally involved individual debtors
negotiating with committees of creditors. There remains, however, one form of
otficial debt that is by co~~ention never either rescheduled nor forgiven, nam$ly,
th~t owed to the multilateral finanr.ial institutions. Several low-income and
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middle-income countries have nevertheless run into difficulty servicing their debtsto those institutions as to others. One result has been the emergence of arrears,and although they are sometimes'incurred in the context of disagreement with theinstitutions on adjustment policies and financial needs, the problem is potentiallymore general. As at 1 April 1989, 11 countries were over six months in arrears toIMF, 8 to the World Bank and 3 to the Inter-American Development Bank. 33/

69. Resolving an arrears p~oblem of this nature has two aspects: first, theinstitution and the country'must co-operate to formulate a realistic adjustmentprogramme that would facilitate new inflows of financial resources. This programmeshould be designed in view of the economic, social and political co~ditions of thecountry concerned. Secondly, priority must be given to clear the arrears andensure that resources - domestically generated as well as new inflows - will be athand to remain current on debt servicing to the multilateral lenders. Thefinancial problem per se could be solved through new bilateral financialcommitments and relief from other debt servicing. But efforts have also been madewithin the multilateral institutions to arrange new concessional loans that couldbe used for in-house debt serv1c1ng, at least for the low-income countries. Thisis particularly important to prevent further occurrences of arrears.

70. The largest programme of this type is that of IMF, first through itsStructural Adjustment Facility (SAF), established in 1986 to re-lendSDR 2.7 billion of repayments to the IMF Trust Fund on highly concessional terms(10-year maturity, 5.5-year grace period and 0.5 per cent interest). This wassupplemented in December 1987 by the Enhanced Structural Adjustment Facility(ESAF), which tripled the SAF, and was funded by several industrial countries andSaudi Arabia. Eligibility is restricted ~o low-income countries or, moreprecisely, to countries eligible to borrow from IDA. In any event, arrangementsand disbursements from the SAF and the ESAF have been slow, totalling onlySDR 1.4 billion as at the end of June 1989.

71. At the World Bank itself, lDA resources, the Special Facility for sub-SaharanAfrica and a special programme of co-financing by donor Governments were madeavailable and could play a similar role. In addition, explicit interest relief onoutstanding regular loans to the World Bank was arranged in September 1988 for13 low-income African countries, the resources being provided by lDA reflows andinvestment income and contributions from Norwegian and Swedish aid bUdgets. Thecountries eligible for that programme had once been considered economically strongenough to borrow on standard terms, but their situations had so deteriorated thatthey qualify now for the highly concessional lDA loans. What is still needed atthe Bank and the other multilateral financial institutions is a comparableflexibility in financial policy for other cases, inclUding but not limited to thosethat have built up significant arrears, middle-income countries as well aslow-income ones, whose debt accumulation or debt-service burdens are clearlyexcessive.
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V. STATE OF INTERNATIONAL OPINION ON TR! DEBT CRISIS

72. The General Assembly in its resolution 43/198 had stressed that in an
increasingly interdepen~ent world economy, the debt problem had a global dimension
requiring a broad approach with a political impetus for its resolution. It thus
requested the Secretary-General to continue efforts begun in 1988 to help forge a
common understanding on a solution to the problem through a process of high-level
consultations, as appropriate, with heads of State or Government and other parties
concerned.

73. In accordance with the request of the General Assembly, the Secretary-General
has carried out extensive consultations, which have taken different forms. The
Secretary-General has h.d the opportunity of discussing debt is.ues with he.ds of
State and Government., foreign mini.ter., and diplomatic re~re.entative. of a large
number of Member States. A numb.r of distingui.hed group. have produced reports
on the situ.tion and have discussed their findings with tne Secretary-General.
The Independent Group on Financial Flows to Developing Countries, chair~d by
Mr. Helmut Schmidt, .'ubmitted a report entitled F.cing One World. The study
group establish~d by the World Institute for Development Economics Res.arch
on the debt problems of middle-income developing countries, chaired by
Mr. H. J. Witteveen, submitted a report entitled D.bt Reduction. 1/ The Cairo
Seminar on African countries' debt problems contribul'.ed to the appreciation of that
continent'. f nancial ne.ds. At the .ummit m.eting of the group of s.v.n major
industri3li~ countri.s in Paris in July 1989, the political urgency of the dBbt
problem was ~l.o strongly r.flected. The communique of the m••ting gave much
attention to it. Mor. r.cent1y, p.rsonal r.presentatives of the Secretary-General
interviewed several of the ministers of finance of Latin America, most in highly
indebt~d countries. In addition, a number of promin.nt personalities in the
internation~l tinancial community w.re asked by the Secretariat to respond to
questions intended to go to the heart of the is.ue.

74. These con.ultations and contacts were all of great value. What emerged from
the personal consultations of the Secretary-General w.s above all the profound
concern of political le.ders in countries experiencing serious debt crises. These
crises are a manif.station of • lack of resource. th.t imposes sharp drops in
living standards .nd inv.stment. After painfUl .djustment efforts undertaken by
those countrie., higher international interest rates often make the debt burden
grow even without an incr•••• in the debt it.elf. The sudden .witch from.
positive to a negative ~et tran.fer of re.ources in the 1980. has imposed a
political stranglehold on many countries, most of which .lre.dy had their full
share of development difficulties before this crisis. Countries in such situations
run the serious risk of becoming ungovernable.

75. The reports from the various groups of eminent personalities and the
consultations with financial experts were qenerally oriented towards technical
aspects of the situation, although assessments of that which was politically
feasible were essential to those di~cussions too. The replies to the Secretaribt's
questions were extremely thoughtful and extensive. ai/ An attempt ha. been made to
reflect these views in the body of this report.
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76. The key conclusion is that although there seems to be a greater convergence
than last year in assessments ot the situation and expectations about future
developments, opinions vary greatly about the advisability and feasibility of
measures to accelerate a resolution of the debt crisis. Some of the issues may be
summarized as follows.

(a) The evolution of the "debt strategy" - in particular the recognition of
the need, in many cases, for debt and debt-service reduction - is welcomed, but in
most non-official comments the practical consequences are described as marginal I

(b) AD end to the debt crisis is not yet in sight, although certain deb:or
countries may be on the verge of emerging from the debt trap. Hopes that a
favourable turn in the world economic environment might dissolve the problem have
evaporated after the brisk performance of the rest of the world economy in 1988 and
1989, which did not suffice to improve the situation of heavily indebted countr.iesl

(c) Overcoming the debt crisis could take a long time unless drastic events
radically change the situation. it will require great efforts from all parties
involved - creditors and debtors, Governments, private banks and the multilateral
lending agenciesl

(d) Present trends of stagnation in heavily indebted countries entail great
risks of political instability as well as of continued exodus of capital and skillsl

(e) The amount of relief required to bring debt-service obligations in
heavily indebted countries down to levels commensurate with the capacity to service
debt and simultaneously restore investment and grOwth is unclear, e.g., it depends
on the investment response of the private sector in the debtor countries and abroad
to adjustment measures adopted by debtor country Governmentsl

(f) Extensive use of public funds in creditor countries for debt-relief
operations would raise the question whether they are better used for such purposes
than for regular development financingl

(g) As heavily indebted countries are recognized as being incapable of
servicing their debts in full in the foreseeable future, the losses of creditors
have, in a broad sense, already been incurred. This is reflected in the deep
discounts at which their debts are being traded, but no individual creditor is
willing to be the first to renounce his claim on the debtor. A co-ordinated
settlement is necessary, as long racognized in domestic bankruptcy proceeding~ in
all countries I the lack of accepted procedures in dealing with sovereign debt is
making itself feltl

(h) Many proposals for a debt reconversion facility have been put forward,
and the roles presently accorded to :MF and the World Bank may represent the first
steps towards such an agency. But the nead Cor and the role ot such an agency
remain controversial.
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NQtelS

11 General Assembly resQlution 43/1~S of 20 December 19S5. While primarily
addressing the plight of the developing countries, the Assembly also recognized the
difficulties of some other countries with se~ious debt-servicing problems and
invited all those involved in the latter to take account of the relevant provisions
of the resolution.

11 ECA resolution 676 (XXIV) "African Alternative Framework to Structural
Adjustment Programmes for SociQ-Economic Recovery and Transformation (AAF-SAP)",
adopted by the Conference Qf Minister. in Addis Ababa, 10 April 1989. For the
text, see A/44/315, annex.

11 pebt ReductiQn, report of a study group of the World Institute for
DevelQpme~t Economics Research (WIDER) on the debt problems Qf the middle-income
developiu9 cQuntries, WIDER Study Group Series, No. 3 (Helsinki, May 1989), p. 25.

il The countries, which were the PI'oposed initial beneficiaries of the 1985
debt management and adjustment proposal Qf the Secretary of the Treasury Qf the
United States, are Argentina. Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Cote d'Ivoire,
Ecuador, Mexico, MQrocco, Nigeria, Peru, the Philippines, Uruguay, Venezuela and
Yugoslavia. The forecasts in figures 1 and 2 assume no major departures in debt
pQlicy.

~I Nigeria is excluded from this sample of sub-Saharan countries partly
because its large econQmic size would Qverwhelm the data of the large number Qf
smaller countries. It is included in the 15-country sample.

~I See WQrld ECQnomic Survey 19S9 (United Nations publication, Sales
No. E.S9.II.C.l), pp. 152-157.

11 Data from IMF, ~~;d ECQnQmic Outlook (Washington, D. C., Apr 11 19S9),
statistical annex.

il The deb~ criteriQn is that given by IMF in World Economic OutlQok,
(Washington, D.C., April 1989), statistical annex, for countries with and withQut
recent debt-servicing difficulties and is applied to the countries classified by
the Department of Intelnatioual Economic and Social Affairs as developing and for
which country models were available with which to make the projection. Countries
were placed into income groups accQrding to whether their GNP per capita in 1986
was more Qr less than $450 according tQ the estimates and methodology of the World
Bank in WQrld Bank Atlas. 1988. For assumptions and other details underlying the
baseline scenario, see "Over:tll socio-econQmic perspective of the world econQmy to
the year 2000", report Qf the Secretary-General (A/43/554), 20 September 1988.
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Notes (continued)

il See "Mid-term review and appraisal of the implementation of the United
Nations Programme of Action for African Economic Recovery and Development,
1986-1990", General A~selnbly resolution 43/21 ond annex; see also, World Bank and
United Nations Development Programme, Africa's Adjus~ment and Growth in the 1980s
(Washington, D.C., March 1989), pp. 12-19, and Economic Commission for Africa,
African Alternatiye rramework to Structural Adjustment Programmes for
Socio-Economic Recoyery and Transformation (AAr-SAP), document E/ECA/CM.15/6/Rev.3
(Addis Ababa and New York, July 1989), paras. 131-136, and document A/44/315, annex.

IQI While private outflows of domestic finance have contributed to the net
transfer problem, they have not been th~ dominant influence in recent years;
indeed, the period in which "capital flight" was commonly said to have been
strongest was when the net private transfer was still positive, i.e., at the
beginning of the decade (see Michael Deppler and Martin Williamson, "Capital
flighta concepts, measurement and issues", Staff Studies fQ.L.t.be World Economic
Outlook, (Washington, D.C., IMF, August 1987), pp. 39-58, and John Williamson and
Donald Lessard, Capital Flightl the Problem 4nd Policy Responses, Policy Analyses
in International Economics, No. 23 (Washington, D.C.I Institute for International
Economics, 1988».

111 IMF, World Economic Outlook (Washington, D.C., April 1989), pp. 52, 53
and 200, (debt servicing is defined to include total interest plus amortisation on
long-term debt, excluding debt-eervicing payments to IMF itself).

111 See World Economic Survey 198~, (United Nations publication, Sales
No. E.89.II.C.I), pp. 158-184.

111 The relationship between external debt and macro-economic disorder is
examined in detaLl in UNCTAD, Trade ~ Deyelopment Report 1989 (United Nations
publication, Sal'~ No. F..89.II.D.14), part 1, chap. 4.

lil Variability is measured as the standard deviation in the sample period
divided by the mean. The fiscal deficit of each group in each year was defined as
the weighted average of the individual central government deficits given as a share
of GDP (weights were the average United States dollar values of GDP over the
preceding three years), as published by IMF in World Ec~n2miQ Outlook, April 1989.

121 In contrast to the sharply different degrees of variability of policy,
the average levels of policy variables have generally differed less, that is, while
the fiscal deficit of sub-Saharan Africa averaged 6 per cent of GDP in the period .
1981-1988, that of the lS-country sample and the group of non-crisis countries was
virtually the same, namely, about 4.5 per cent. By the same token, the growth of
the money supply in the non-(~risis countries and in sub-Saharan Africa both
averaged 23 per cent 8 year. Admittedly, that of the IS-country sample was
substantially higher - 115 per cent annually - associated with the uncontrolled
inflation in some members of the group, whict brought the average rate of inflation
of the group above 100 per cent for ~he decade.
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Notll (continued)

~I See UNCTAD, Trade and Deyelopment Report 19a9, part I, chap. 5.

111 The results in figures 4 and 5 are weighted averages of data and
forecasts of gross enrolment rates for individual countries, whereas the weights
are the estimates or forecasts of each country's population of the relevant age
group. Sample sizes werel heavily indebted low-income group, 261 heavily indebted
middle-income group, 331 less indebted low-income countries, 111 and less indebted
middle-income countries, 21 (20 for secondary school enrolment).

lil See World Economic Survey 1989, (Unittid Nations publication, Sales
No. E.89.II.C.1), pp. 71-72.

lil These and other legal aspects of debt reschedUling are described in
United Nations Centre on Transnational Corporations, Intlrnational Debt
Restructuringl Substantive Issues and Technigues, UNCTC Advisory Studies,
Series B, No. 4 (United Nations publication, Sales No. E.a9.II.A.10), pp. 22-40.

lQl The agreement is described in Bank for International Settlements,
59th Annual Report (Basle, June 1989), pp. 90-94.

111 On the Japanese proposal, see summary records of the Second Committee of
the General Assembly (A/C.2/43/SR.16), paras. 60-661 the proposal of France was
made by the President in his address to the General Assembly (see provisional
verbatim records of the General Assembly (A/43/PV.10), pp. 6-20), the proposal of
the United States was contained in the remarks of the Secretary of the Treasury to
the Brookings Institution and the Bretton Woods Committee Conference on Third World
Debt (see Treasury News, United States Department of the Treasury, 10 March 19a9).

111 In addition to $4.5 billion of untied lending by the Export-Import Bank
of Japan made available this spring, the Prime Minister of Japan announced at the
Paris Summit of major industrialized countries in July that an additional
$5.5 billion would be committed for CO-financing of multilateral developmunt
financing programmes in highly indebted countries. Both of these initiatives are
in addition to Japan's expanding commitments of official development assistance.

111 For details of these calculations, see World Economic Survey 1989,
(United Nations pUblication, Sales No. E.89.II.C.1), pp. 75-78.

lil Stat~ment of Shafiqul I8lam, Senior Fellow, Council on Foreign Relations,
before the Subcommittee on International Development, Finance, Trade and Monetary
Policy ot the Committee on Banking, Finance and Urban Affairs, House of
Representatives of the United States, 5 April 19a9. (The rise in market interest
rates raised the interest obligations of just the 1S-country sample by roughly
$6.5 billio~ from the second quarter of 1988 until the first quarter of 19a91 the
maximum annual interest relief from the new debt strategy, under highly optimistic
assumptions, as detailed in World Economic Survey 1989, (United Nations
pUblication, Sales No. B.a9.II.C.l), pp. 75-78, would be $5.5 billion.)
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Notes (continued)

~/ "Economic declaration-issued by the seven major industrialized countries
at the end of their three-day summit", 21 June 1988, para. 30 (see IMF Survey,
27 June 1988, pp. 219-223). See also A/43/43S-S/l9974, annex I.

26/ Thus, priucipal payments to craditors taking this option do not begin
until creditors taking the other options have been fully repaid.

27/ For further detail on Paris Club practices, see UNCTAD, Trade and
De~elopment Report: 1989, part I, chap. 2.

28/ The countries were Bolivia, Guyana and Nigeria, although Guyana did
receive a 20-year maturity on rescheduled debt.

~/ See World Bank, World Debt Tables, 1988-1989 edition (Washington, D.C.,
January 1989), p. xiv.

30/ See World Bank, World Debt Tables, 1988-1989 edition (Washington, D.C.,
January 1989), box 1-2.

31/ See Financing Africa's Recovery, report and recommendations of the
Advisory Group on Financial Flows for Africa ("Wass Report"), (New York: United
Nations, February 1988), paras. 141-143.

32/ Tony Killick and Matthew Martin, "African debt: the search for
solutions", United Nations Africa Recovery Programme secretariat, Briefing Paper
No. 1 (June 1989), pp. 4-5.

33/ World Economic Survey 1989, (United Nations publication, Sales
No. E.89.II.C.1), p. 63.

1!/ The Secretariat will circulate a note at a later da~~ reporting more
completely on the views of the respondents.


